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News Briefs
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English Trio Provides
an Evening of
Renaissance Music
ARA Turns the Tables
In the weeks since winter break the new ar-
rangement of the tables in Peirce dining hall
has caused much controversy among
students. Kay Akey, director of Food Ser-
vices, explained that the narrowing of the
middle aisle was done as a reaction to the
recommendations in the Commission on Stu-
dent Life Report. Some members of the com-
munity had complained that they were in-
timidated by the atmosphere created by the
walk down the center. Before vacation the
Student Services Staff, which Is composed
solely of administrative employees, in-
structed Akey that they wanted the tables to
be moved so That the natural traffic flow
would go down the side aisles. The change
was made during exam week, but went un-
noticed until classes resumed in January.
Akey acknowledged the large number of
complaints that have been posted since the
end of break; she says that around 20
negative cards have been received on the
comment board as opposed to three positive
reactions. Assistant Dean of Students Cheryl
Steele meets with Akey on a weekly basis and
they have discussed the matter. The ad-
ministration is planning to wait the situation
out for further reactions. Akey commented
that, "Change is hard for people. If we con-
tinue to get comments the situation will have
to be addressed."
DKE's Begin
Reafflliation Process
At a meeting with some of the members of
the Board of Trustees on Saturday, Jan. 27,
representatives of the Kenyon chapter of
Delta Kappa Epsilon discussed the status of
their reafflliation with the international DKE
organization. The Board advised the fraterni-
ty to go through school channels in order to
be recognized as an official organization on
the Kenyon campus. According to the Lamb-
da Chapter President, Rob Healy, the "at-
mosphere was positive," although the DKEs
were "encouraged to go through set pro-
cedures." In order to reaffiliate, the group
will have to submit endorsements to the IFC,
the Senate, Dean of Students Thomas J. Ed-
wards, President Philip H. Jordan, Jr. and to
the Board of Trustees. First a "statement of
purpose" must be reviewed by Dean Edwards
and then reviewed and accepted by the cam-
pus Senate. The Senate will report their find-
ings to Dean Edwards and to the IFC.
Finally comments made by the Senate, the
IFC and a report from the Director of Hous-
ing Services will be used by Dean Edwards
see DKE page eight
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Administration Offers 5-St- ep Alternatives
By Todd Van Fossen
Kenyon administrative officials recently
announced their decision to dismantle the
college's 5-St- ep program, designed to provide
guidance for students considering careers in
teaching and education.
According to Academic Dean Anne Ponder,
the decision was made by senior staff in late
November of last year following lengthy
discussions. While an appeal was later sent to
college President Philip H. Jordan Jr., he
decided that the program would not be con-
tinued in its current form. An announcement
was then made to the college faculty in a
meeting on Jan. 22.
The program was primarily cancelled due
to budget constraints, Ponder said. During
its six years at Kenyon, 5-S- tep had been fund-
ed largely through a federal grant from the
Foundation for the Improvement of Post-Seconda- ry
Education (FIPSE). This funding
is scheduled to expire at the end of the
1989-9-0 academic year.
Recently, 5-St- ep was featured in literature
for the college's successful S35 million "Cam-
paign for Kenyon" fundraising effort.
Despite the fact that the program is now be-
ing cancelled, Ponder explained that the pro-
gram had in fact received and used funds
from the campaign.
Following a period of program additions
and expansions, Ponder said the school is
"now intentionally limiting our growth." Ob-
jectives of 5-St- ep, she added, will now be
supported in a modified manner.
Noting that 5-St- ep Director Jane Rutkoff
had done a "wonderful job," Ponder said,
"The decision is less the end of 5-St- ep than a
change in the way advice for education of
students will be provided after the end of ex-
ternal funding. There will be an evolving
group involved in the excitement of educa-
tion for students."
Currently, the college is planning a pro-
gram called Advice for Pre-Colle- ge Teaching
(APT). This will advance the goals of 5-St- ep
via a decentralized team effort throughout
the college, Ponder said.
APT consists of five primary elements:
A faculty adviser for pre-colle- ge
teaching, similar to that now offered for
fields such as law, medicine and theology.
A member of the college Career
Developmment Center staff trained to
answer questions concerning teaching extern-ship- s
and graduate school opportunities.
A member of the Admissions Office
focusing on recruiting of students interested
in liberal arts education and teaching.
Networking efforts with outreach
organizations such as the Mount Vernon-Kenyo- n
Cooperative Alliance, to investigate
options such as local externships.
Opportunities for interested students and
faculty to receive advice from the senior pro-
fessor selected each year to advise the college
on teaching.
The college Faculty Committee on Advis-
ing and Standards will receive an outline of
the proposal for approval and revisions.
"This concept will meet the aims of the
5-St- ep program as well, though differently,"
Ponder said. In terms of cost, Ponder said it
is too soon to tell, though people who serve
with APT will do so as "part of their regular
service to the college."
News of 5-Ste- p's cancellation sparked a
wide range of reactions from staff, students
and faculty. The college received more than
30 letters from faculty members responding
to the decision.
Program Director Rutkoff was quoted as
saying simply, "I am deeply disappointed."
One concern was that 5-St- ep provided
more for Kenyon than just teacher training
options, including the benefits of volunteer
projects performed by students in the pro-
gram.
"I think the program was doing a lot more
for the college and for our ideas about educa-
tion than most of us may have been aware. It
will be difficult for the program to be carved
up and assigned to different parts of the col-
lege and still function in a way that is useful
for students," one faculty member said.
Roy Wortman, professor of history at
Kenyon, stated that 5-S- tep "was a very wor-
thwhile program. I view its demise with
regret. I think that the program was a tangi-
ble commitment of Kenyon's support for
secondary education." v
Wortman added that the college should
continue to do what it can, "within our limits
and capabilities, especially for public educa-
tion."
Reaction from students interested in 5-S- tep
see 5-ST- EP page eight
Schermer's Contract Under Renegotiation
By Beth Staples
As of last semester, there had been uncer-
tainty as to whether or not Dr. Tracy
Schermer's contract had been renewed. This
uncertainty has lessened since a re-evaluat- ion
of Dr. Schermer's current contract is under-
way.
Dr. Schermer has been working with Presi-
dent Philip H. Jordan Jr. in re-evaluat- ing
and redrafting his previous contract. The two
have met twice since Jordan's return to cam-
pus and will meet once again within the next
two weeks to discuss the contract. A final
contract with the college, as well as Dr.
Schermer's acceptance, are expected in
March.
Both Dr. Schermer and members of the ad-
ministration agree that Dr. Schermer's posi-
tion has grown beyond the scope of the con
tract. Thus, a new contract would better
define his duties and responsibilities.
Dr. Schermer's current contract was
drafted in 1981 and has been renewed yearly
since then. This is done through a short letter
from President Jordan to Dr. Schermer, ask-
ing if he would like to continue under the
original contract. Dr. Schermer then sends an
acceptance letter to renew his contract for
one year.
Since 1981, however, new responsibilities
have been given to Dr. Schermer and have
not been explicitly stated in his contract.
Under his current contract, Dr. Schermer is
the college physician, but his actual respon-
sibilities include director of the Health and
Counseling Center and team physician, as
well as college physician. As director of the
Health and Counseling Center, Dr. Schermer
has administrative responsibility for the
health service, the counseling center, the
training room, the drug and alcohol pro-
gram, their staff and maintenance of the
building. He develops job descriptions and
does evaluations and recommendations for
the staff. Dr. Schermer is responsible to the
Dean of Students, Thomas Edwards, and
serves on the health related college commit-
tees.
Dr. Schermer wants his new contract to in-
clude the responsibilities that are part of be--,
ing the director of the Health and Counseling
Center, but he wants it to have the same flex-
ibility to change and development that his old
contract had. Dr. Schermer said that he
would like for his new contract to "allow him
to better respond to the needs of the entire
Kenyon community."
However, Dean Edwards denies such
see SCHERMER page eight
To the Editors:
Last week I walked into the dining hall and
was given a handout entitled "Legal Abor-
tion: Arguments Pro & Con." 1 have a ques-
tion. What happened to the "Con" part?
What I saw was a list of (sometimes not
even very realistic) Pro-Lif- e arguments and,
opposite those, a list of paragraphs saying
why the Pro-Lif- e arguments were wrong. I
saw a lot of abortion rights, but nothing
against.
OPINION
OCS Office Requires Expansion
Wherever one goes there are people waiting in line to register, buy books, and see pro-
fessors. However, for one office on campus, this time of year is no different than any
other because every day is a busy one. That is the office for Off-Camp-us Studies.
Clearly, the OCS office is over-burden- ed and over-work- ed in handling all the people
that pass through its doors and the paperwork that passes across its desks. This year, 45 percent
of the junior class applied to study abroad for a semester or the entire school year.
Last year, 36 percent of the class of '90 studied off-camp- us. Recently, every year has
shown an increase in number of students studying off-camp- us. Going back to 1984-8- 5,
30 percent of the junior class studied off-campu- s. So, not only has there been an increase
of participation in study abroad programs by Kenyon students, but quite a rapid in-
crease at that. In five years there has been an increase of about one-thir- d to almost one
half of the junior class studying off-campu- s.
Even though the percentage of students choosing to study abroad is constantly in-
creasing, the OCS office has yet to expand its staff. It appears that every time we turn
around the administration has created a new support position or some dean or director.
Unfortunately, the direct effect these new positions have on a large number of students
is usually not felt for quite some time, if ever.
The OCS office still only has two people: a director and an assistant to the director.
Together, these two handle the constant onslaught of students applying to programs.
The amount of paperwork that is required for each student is substantial, but when
multiplied by 200 or more it is overwhelming.
In theory, a student who studies abroad for a year is committing 25 percent of his or
her college career to that endeavor. Because it is such a sizable length of time the student
should receive as much support as possible in the selection of and preparation for a
study abroad program.
The administration at Kenyon should be supporting OCS because the bottom line is
that the more students that go off-camp- us means there are more available dorm rooms
on-camp- us. This helps alleviate the housing crunch and saves the school money that it
would have to put into building or buying additional housing.
A third reason for expanding the OCS office staff and giving it more support would
allow the director to represent Kenyon at more international education conferences
around the country and overseas. Just as professors must "publish or perish," OCS can
also strengthen Kenyon's presence in the academic world. To do this, the director must
be able to accept invitations to conferences and other educational events.
Unfortunately, this is not always possible. The director must not only conduct an in-
terview with every student who wishes to study off-campu- s, but interview all returning
OCS participants. The director also meets with various program representatives when
they visit Kenyon as well.
As a sophomore in college, life is stressful enough without trying to choose where to
spend a semester or a whole year of one's college experience. The student needs a great
deal of help in making an informed decision. The OCS office provides many services
which include open houses to with former OCS participants, information sessions with
program representatives, and pre-departu- re orientation.
It is truly amazing that two people can hold the keys to such an incredible educational
experience and make it all work for Kenyon's students year in and year out. The ad-
ministration should give OCS more help in the way of secretarial support, either full-tim- e
staff, additional student workers or both; so much more could be accomplished for
both the students and the college.
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Pro-Lif-e Arguments Disturb Student
Maybe it wouldn't have bothered me so
much if the person who gave it to me had
said: "Here is some literature from the Pro-Choi- ce
point of view telling why they (or we)
believe that abortion should remain legal."
I'd probably have taken the handout and
read it, curious about the arguments. The
fact that I am Pro-Lif- e doesn't mean that I
am close-minde- d about the issue. I am willing
to listen to arguments against my stance, and
there are times when I am forced to recon-se- e
BEEBA page eight
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All
submissions must be signed and typed, double-space- d and are
due Tuesdays at noon in the Gund Commons mailbox. The Ed-
itors reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission. Letters md columns do not
necessarily reflect the views of the staff.
Kenyon Adds to Education Crisis
To the Editors:
It is with great disappointment that I write
this letter to the Kenyon community. On
Thursday, Jan. 18, I discovered that
Kenyon's 5-St- ep Teacher Education Program
would be terminated in June. Not only was I
shocked that Kenyon would terminate such a
valuable program, but I was disturbed that no
students were contacted for input during the
decision making process. As a first-ye- ar Ken-
yon student, I looked forward to perhaps
participating in the 5-S- tep program, in fact it
was one of the primary reasons I applied ear-
ly decision to Kenyon. Though other schools
had programs in which one could receive
both a master's and a bachelor's degree in
five years, Kenyon was unique in
having an office specifically designed to help
students get their master's in education and
become elementary and high school teachers.
Therefore, I assumed as a prospective stu-
dent that Kenyon felt a commitment not on-
ly to the liberal college education that it was
expected to offer, but to primary and secon-
dary school education as well. The discon-
tinuation of the 5-S- tep program tells me, sad-
ly, that my assumption was wrong.
Our country is rapidly falling into an
see CLARRY page eight
Student Regrets 5-St- ep's Demise
To the Editors:
A community of students and professors
living and studying together on a hill in Ohio
cannot even begin to describe Kenyon. The
reputation of being an excellent institution of
learning draws cultured, intelligent students
from all over the country. Kenyon is special,
not just a liberal arts college, because the hill
that it is on seems to lift it into its own realm.
This campus has an aura of friendliness that
envelops each individual in security. Yet at
the same time an encouraging breeze blows
down Middle Path nudging students and
faculty alike to grow and experience with an
open mind. What prospective student could
possibly resist such appeal?
Well for me something else played a
significant role in my decision to attend Ken-
yon the 5-S- tep program. I received bro-
chures describing the advantages of such a
program and everyone I talked to spoke of it
with pride. Funny how no one mentioned
that the program has existed due to outside
endowment which ends this year. No one
mentioned the possibility that the program
would be cut my freshman year. Now I am
here, along with my $17,000. Unfortunately
none of my $17,000 or anyone else's is going
to be used to fund the program that attracted
me to Kenyon.
I have been informed that the decision is
made and writing this letter will not have any
see RITTENBAUM page eight
NARAL Encourages Involvement
To the Editors:
We were very pleased to see our ad in the
Collegian. The ad represents the first activity
of our new organization People for
Choice-NAR- AL of Kenyon. The names
listed in the ad were those of people who had
signed our lists and had donated money to
pay for the ad. Unfortunately, in the process
of transcribing and collating the lists, a few
names were inadvertently ommitted. We
want to acknowledge the support of Joan
Cadden, Melissa Dabakis and Mary Suydam.
We apologize to them and to anyone else that
we left out.
As is often the case with first attempts, we
were not as well organized as we might have
hoped. Not everyone had the opportunity to
sign the ad, especially among the faculty and
see NARAL page eight
APSO Announces Ticket Sales
Dear Kenyon Community:
Fresh one and a quarter pound, live Maine
lobsters and juicy 10 ounce T-bo- ne steaks in
Gambier? The KenyonAPSO (Appalachian
Service People's Organization) Outreach
Mission extends an open invitation to you to
attend our third Annual New England
Lobster and Clam Bake. This year's dinner
will be held on Saturday, Feb. 17, 5:00-8:0- 0
p.m., in Upper Dempsey Hall. We are flying
in live Maine lobsters and calling out the Ken-
yon Jazz Ensemble to serenade you. The
menu also offers a vegetarian option, and in-
cludes steamers with drawn butter, corn on
the cob, tossed salad, homemade rolls and
fresh strawberry shortcake.
Tickets are available until Friday, Feb. 9
from members of KenyonAPSO, at dinner
in both dining halls. The prices for lobster
and steak dinners complete with live jazz are
reasonable-$12.- 00 and $10.00 for student
lobster and steak dinners respectively, and
$15.00 and $12.00 for non-stude- nt lobster
and steak dinners respectively.
All proceeds contribute to improving the
quality of life for underprivileged Ap-
palachians in Lincoln County, W. Va. Ke-
nyonAPSO has been sending student
volunteers to Appalachia since 1986 and con-
tinues to work under the sponsorship of the
College Chaplain, Andrew W. Foster, III.
We look forward to seeing you and
celebrating Kenyon's involvement in the na-
tional humanitarian movement.
Respectfully yours,
Jeffrey R. Hilberg '90
Coordinator
p.b.x. 5409
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Trio Pleases with Renaissance Music
By Joe Gerhardinger Voices from the Tower
On Saturday, Jan. 27, the Kenyon College
community had the opportunity to take part
in an evening of Renaissance music with the
Consort of Musicke Trio. This world-renow- n
' English group specializing in the early music
repertoire consists of lutist Anthony Rooley
and sopranos Emma Kirkby and Evelyn
Tubb. The evening proved to be educational
as well as enjoyable since much about the
historical period was conveyed both in the
music and program commentary provided by
Rooley.
A characteristic of the Renaissance period
is the interplay of text and music; not surprisi-
ngly, the concert was unified by such a
theme. Love poems are what are most fre-
quently set to music. Such an example was
Luzzaschi's "Cor Mio, Deh Non Languire."
This was a story of unrequited, unreturned
love; such a theme determined how the music
was composed and how the performer is to
interpret the piece. This one sounded full of
grief, yet sadly beautiful as a commentary on
human emotion. Contrasting with this was
Frescobaldi's "Deh, Vien Da Me Pastorella,"
an invitation to love. Not wholly innocent,
the text likewise influenced the playfulness of
the music and its light texture. Both were
manifest in this professional performance.
Other moods were conveyed throughout
the course of the evening with texts focusing
on such stories as one lover leaving another
and commentaries which asked the question
of where one can hide from love and if
anyone really wins the "war of love". These
were set to music by Costa and d'India
respectively, and each was performed and in-
terpreted with the clarity and balance be-
tween singers and lute which is necessary.
Another characteristic of the period was a
healthy competition among royal courts with
regard to the music composed there. As a
result, music in general benefited and even
some of the lesser known composers produc-
ed genuine masterpieces. Angelo Notari pro-
vides an illustration of this. His music is as
,i , X ., .iin.ti ikJ.il,
Members of the Consort of Musicke, Anthony
Rooley, Emma Kirby, and Evelyn Tubb
refined as other music from well-know- n con-
temporaries; all has as its texture the weaving
together of virtuoustic voices, from dis-
sonance to consonance. A surprising result of
a good performance such as this one is the
way in which both dissonance and conso-
nance can sound equally sweet.
The second half of the concert featured
something a little different from what preced-
ed it: small scale music dramas. These by the
Englishman Henry Lawes entail the singers
assuming different parts and carrying on
dialogue. One skit was that of two lovers try-
ing to sneak away undetected after spending
the night out, while another concerned a
"dialogue on a kiss," in which a man tries to
convince a woman to teach him to kiss. Both
were humorous and lighthearted; both per-
former and listener seemed to enjoy this
genre.
Providing another contrast was such
sacred church music as a motet by Montever-
di (Sancte Maria), with which the Consort
ended their concert. The performance suc-
cessfully conveyed a mood of calm devotion
appropriate to the text and music. Again, the
light accompaniment provided by the lute
was balanced against the voice so that none
of the meaning of the text was lost. This served
to emphasize the relationship between
composer, poet and performer which is so
important for this music.
Andorfer Praises Public Broadcasting
By Theresa Gormley
"Television: Taking Them Where They
Can't Go," was Gregory Andorfer's '73 sub-
ject during his "Distinguished Alumnus Ad-
dress," on Monday, Jan. 29, in the Biology
Auditorium.
Andorfer graduated cum laude with a dou-
ble major in English and art history. He went
on to the Smithsonian Institute for a year and
received his master's in film and television
management. Andorfer is currently the ex-
ecutive producer and vice president of na-
tional programming at public television sta-
tion WQED in Pittsburgh. Among his credits
are the development and production of
critically acclaimed series such as Cosmos
and Planet Earth.
Andorfer began his address by showing
some clips from shows he has worked on and
aired on PBS. Among the clips were a show
on Hawaii and the formation of islands over
the Pacific Plate, a look at scientific advance-
ment in the field of proton splitting and a
segment on dinosaurs. The clips enabled the
audience to see not only some of Andorfer's
work, but the work in general of public
broadcasting. His choice in clips kept the au-
dience interested and allowed them to
recognize the quality camera work, in-
teresting interviews, and progressing topics
that are represented in programs such as the
Infinite Voyage Series.
As a follow up to that introduction, An-
dorfer went on to praise public broadcasting.
He spoke of the goal of PBS to "consistently
and seriously explore problems" of the world.
He spoke more of the shows created by PBS.
He talked of how much he had learned and
how much he hoped others could learn from
these shows. Andorfer's address turned into
an advertisement for PBS, and he used the
slogan, "The things we make make a dif-
ference." He ended by asking the audience to
take action; to "demand good T.V., be selec-
tive and discriminating, and to just say no to
junk and nonsense."
People expecting to hear about his career
and how they might follow in his footsteps
may have been disappointed in the format
Andorfer chose for his address. These
(career) questions were raised, however in the
question and comment session following his
address. Andorfer praised Kenyon and the
liberal education he received here. He said he
believes the broad background is great train-
ing, especially for the production field. An-
dorfer went on to say that television is a very
hard field to get into. It takes hard work and
dedication, but he feels with all the advances
and the addition of cable channels there is
more opportunity now than when he entered
the business.
By Joshua Zuckerberg
"Our present plight did not appear overnight, and the responsibility for our current
situation is widespread. Reform in our educational system will take time and unwaver-
ing committment," stated the Commission on Excellence in Education in 1983. Seven
years later Kenyon College is certainly beginning to waver. Kenyon's quivering commit-- ,
ment is seen clearly in the administration's recent decision to cancel one of the most im-
portant programs in education: The 5-St- ep office.
The program was cancelled due to a lack of funds, or rather a lack of desire to put the
funds we have toward the only program at Kenyon that sends students into secondary
education. Personally, I find it more important to send educators into the community
than paving half of Middle Path. According to an article in the New York Times which
appeared on Sept. 19, 1987, President Jordan felt equally impassioned in regards to
Kenyon's investment in the future of education in this country.
However, three years after Jordan relished in the glory of Kenyon's supposed com-
mittment to education, we are now burying the most important tunnel students have in
reaching the world of education. This is certainly an unfortunate decision, for educa-
tion is certainly in an unfortunate predicament.
The document "Nation At Risk" written by the U.S. Department of Education in
1983 gave a frightening look at the profound problems our nation faces in the realm of
education. Some of the indicators of the desperate situation force us to seriously con-
sider our roles in the future of our country. The study showed that 23 million Americans
are functionally illiterate. Thirteen percent of our 17-year-o- lds are considered func-
tionally illiterate, and 40 percent of our "minority" youth fall into the same sad category.
The Navy reported that one-quart- er of its recruits were unable to read at a ninth grade
level.
This lack of literacy did not arise without cause. One of the major problems with our
educational system is the declining position of the "teacher." The study points out that
educators in this country are not doing the necessary job of making school a worthwhile
experience for our youth. Our public educators are being drawn from the bottom
quarter of their high school and college classes. Furthermore, the report explains that
half of newly employed mathematics, science and English teachers "are not qualified to
teach these subjects." Hence, if the educational system is not paving the way of the
future we are forced to ask ourselves if this generation of Americans will be able to com-
pete with the growing strength of the Japanese, South Korean and German peoples.
Certainly, the crisis of education is one that is as important as "the war on drugs" or
the expansion of the "Evil Empire" across the sea. One would hope that the Magic Hill
of Kenyon College could help spread the potion of knowledge across our country. And
indeed, Kenyon has become known as a pool from which educators do evolve. A pro-
fessor was recently telling me that more of the department's graduates went on to
teaching than pursued a doctorate. The process of education is one that has always been
cherished at Kenyon and hence our graduates hold education as an honored pursuit.
Some students actually came to Kenyon with the hope of using 5-St- ep as their channel
into education. I'm sorry to inform you but you've made a mistake. Kenyon was a place
dedicated to the future of our children. It was a place dedicated to a "Learning Society"
which would move toward a "set of values and to a system of education that affords all
members the opportunity to stretch their minds to full capacity." Students here hoped
to be part of that "learning society" and give to their communities what was given to
them at Kenyon College: a strong education. They had hopes of being the teachers and
administrators that would take up the challenge of bringing America's youth back into
the forefront of academic excellence. However, those hopes will have little chance in be-
ing fulfilled to their full extent. For, no matter what the administration says they will
do to spread out the responsibilities of the 5-St- ep office, the simple reality is that the
most important office in allowing those hopes to become reality has been wiped away.
So for those of you who had dreams of going into education, your options have been
narrowed. They no longer consist of Bank Street, Colombia, or Tufts, but rather your
choice now is only this: accept the decision and let go of those foolish desires to help
resolve the crisis this country now faces or use the education we have been given and
figure out a way in bringing 5-St- ep back. They have made their decision, now we must
make ours.
KCDC Production Features Love, Laughs
This weekend, the Kenyon College
Dramatic Club will present Moliere's The
Hypochondriac in the Bolton Theatre. This
production features a collaboration between
drama Professor Thomas Turgeon, trans-
lator and director, and assistant music Pro-
fessor Micah D. Rubenstein, who has com-
posed a musical score for the play and acts as
musical director. Costumes are designed by
Ann Means and scenery and lighting are
designed by Madeline Sobota. Both are
Visiting Assistant professors of Drama.
The story is that of the hypochondriac
Argan who tries to marry his daughter
Angelique off to the sdn of a quack doctor so
that he may have all the free medical atten
tion he wants. Angelique, however, has
fallen in love with another young man,
Cleante. The plot is further complicated by
Argan's greedy wife Beline, who wants the
girl sent to a convent, and by the numerous
doctors who give contradictory advice and
prescriptions galore. There is scheming from
all sides, most of it plotted by Argan's maid
Toinette, and the story becomes more and
more twisted and comical as time goes on.
The cast features Martin Dockery, Nanette
Miller, Mark Ax, Brenda McElroy, Keith
Harris, Chris Cook and Laura Porter-Jone- s.
77ie Hypochondriac will be performed Feb.
2-- 3 and 9-1- 0. Tickets are available in the
Bolton Theatre box office (free with student ID).
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Maya Angelou Visits Kenyon
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By Kimberly Thompson
For those lucky enough to have secured a
ticket, the Faculty Lectureship Series event
An Evening With Maya Angelou promises to
be a real treat. Angelou's lecture, on
Thursday, Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in Rosse Hall,
will be a glimpse'into the life of a renaissance
woman of amazing conviction and strength
and into her career as a great voice in con-
temporary black literature, poet, historian,
educator, actress, playwright, civil rights ac-
tivist, producer and director.
Angelou spent her childhood in the
deep South where she and her brother were
raised by their paternal grandmother.
Angelou recorded her early trials with racism
and sexual abuse in Stamps, Ark. in her
first bestseller Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings. She continued to challenge the barriers
of class and race in nine more bestselling
books of poetry and autobiography including
All God's Children Need Traveling Shoes,
and a 1972 Pulitzer Prize nominee Just Give
Me a Cool Drink of Water 'Fore I Die.
Following high school, Angelou received a
scholarship to study dance and drama in New
York. She joined the European company of
Porgy and Bess as a lead dancer for a
22 country tour. She continued her
career in the theater as a groundbreaker for
black women, writing Georgia, Georgia,
which was the first screenplay by a black
woman to be produced. She has written, pro-
duced and directed many scripts and musical
scores for the stage, films, and television in-
cluding a CBS miniseries Three H ay Choice,
Afro-Americ- an in the Arts for PBS, the
revue Cabaret for Freedom, a musical And
Still I Rise, and a recent play Moon on a Rain
bow Shawl. Angelou was nominated for
an Emmy Award in 1977 for her performance
in Alex Haley's Roots.
Angelou lived in Africa, where she served
as editor to two newspapers, the Arab
Observer, and the African Review and as an
administrator at the University of Ghana.
During the sixties, she was asked by Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King to coordinate the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. She was
also appointed to the Bicentennial Commis-
sion by President Ford and to the Interna-
tional Women's Year Commission by Presi-
dent Carter. She was named one of the "Top
100 Most Influential Women" in 1983.
Angelou has received doctorate degrees
from Smith College, Mills College and
Lawrence University. In 1981 she was ap-
pointed lifetime Reynolds Professor of
American Studies at Wake Forest University
in North Carolina. Angelou's articles have
appeared in such publications as Life and
the New York Times. She speaks French
Spanish, Italian, Arabic and West African
Fanti.
Angelou has travelled around the
world sharing her life story and work at col-
lege campuses. At Kenyon, her lecture should
begin our celebration of Black History
Month on a positive and extraordinary note,
illustrating how a commitment to equal op-
portunity and Afro-America- n culture can be
incorporated into a lifetime of involvement,
inspiration, and artistic accomplishment.
Bullock to Perform Unique Mix
By Anne Cadigan
.
Hiram Bullock, a talented performer
whose music is an exciting mix of rock and
jazz, is coming to Kenyon on Feb. 3. He has
long been known as an extremely dynamic-musician- ,
whose popularity has been quickly
growing over the years.
Bullock got his start in music at the Uni-
versity of Miami, where he played in a band
that backed a singer whose reputation was
rapidly spreading-Phyl- lis Hyman. In 1976
Hyman got an offer to perform in a small
club in New York City, and she asked
Bullock to go with her. Once there. Bullock
found continuous work playing on albums
for David Sanborn, Billy Joel, Steely Dan
and many others. Through his work on these
albums, Bullock made a name for himself as
a valuable sideman.
Progressing upward in the music world.
Bullock teamed with Will Lee, Steve Jordan,
and Cliff Carter to form his own group-t- he
24th Street Band. They recorded three
albums for Columbia Records in Japan, and
did two very popular tours there.
When the group disbanded in 1982,
Bullock hooked up with Paul Shaffer, the
music director for Late Night With David
Lettermun. Bullock appeared on the show
for over a year, to much critical acclaim.
When Bullock and the Lettermun show
parted ways, Bullock went on to join his con-
temporaries in the music business. He did
studio work with some, tours with others,
and even produced a number of albums. He
also joined the Gil Evans band.
As a touring artist, Bullock has made a
name for himself as a wild, crowd-pleasin- g
performer, with a reputation for leaping off
of stages and into the audience. Most recent-
ly, he has recorded two albums as a solo artist
A
Musician Hiram Bullock performs at Rosse Hall
on Saturday.
called From All Sides and Give It What V
Got. They both bear the distinctive
Bullock sound a fine balance and blending
of his two loves, rock and jazz.
There is general admission seating, but a
ticket is required. Any tickets remaining after
distribution on Wednesday, Jan. 31 and
Thursday, Feb. 1, will be passed out at the
door on a first-com- e, first-serve- d basis.
Check Newscope for details.
1
For Complimentary
Facial or Interview
rvrnrc Call: (614) 427-333- 7
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Your Mary Kay Consultant
P 0. Box 565 Gambier. OH 43022
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yestigation Reveals Reasons for Expensive Text Books
By Shax F. Riegler
ji I checked out at the Bookstore after
ng the one-and-a-h- alf baskets full of
.required for second semester, I prayed
ie amount of money in my account
suffice. It didn't. In the midst of ad-- P
the cost of my books the woman
You don't have any more money in
account." I was stuck. Thankfully, I
my pocket that little piece of plastic to
jj only in emergencies. The next 10
cost just under $90. In total, my books
; semester cost nearly $340. This put
ain into motion. Just how does the
: of textbooks work? How does the
ore do this? Can a student beat the
-- M must not have been the only person
a predicament because later that week
ile was printed in the Columbus
J which dealt with the high cost of
at Ohio State University. An in--- g
conversation with Jack Finefrock,
;r of the Kenyon Bookstore, shed
light on that part of our education
makes up about four percent of its
.n.
ough this seems like only a small
age, it is one of the most visible ex-Th- is
is because it is known as a discre-expens- e;
students make their own
is regarding just how much to spend.
; used books, sharing books, or bor- -
: someone else's books are some ways
use to get around the cost. Advises
:;k, the best way to beat the system is
a used book for $15 (75 percent of its
icost) and then sell it back at the end
tester for what is usually 50 percent
original cost, i.e. $10 (one will only get
:ent if he book will not be used next
This is like renting the book for the
rr.The used book market is the stiffest
lion faced by publishers, so the game
ange editions often so that there are
lew used texts on the market at one
making about used books at Kenyon,
necessary to mention the Co-o- p
ore. This student-ru- n organization is a
o students. "We don't feel that we're
in competition with them," Finefrock says.
"We feel that we cooperate. We give them a
list of the books being ordered for the
semester. We'll direct students to them. If a
student gets a book cheaper there, we are
happy."
Such peaceful coexistence is perhaps aided
by the fact that the Kenyon Bookstore is not
run for profit. In fact, none of its employees
are paid by commissions. All are on salary.
As long as expenses are covered there is no
pressure from Kenyon for the store to make a
big profit. Profits are not used by the college,
instead they are all directed into the college's
scholarship fund.
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Shelves full of books for sale at ilie Kenyon Col- -
lete Bookstore.
Many extra costs are simply inherent in
running a bookstore. Organizing and coor-
dinating all of the books is a huge task. The
Kenyon Bookstore has another problem. It
must assume that no one will buy at the Co-
op or give trade-ins- . "We must overstock to
insure that classes will go on," according to
Finefrock. "We are able to return them but
we lost a percentage of what we paid and of
course the postage adds up." Another ex-
pense the store has that seems to be quite
worthwhile is that it hires a great number of
eologian Langdon Gilkey to Visit
By Kate Brentzel
idon Gilkey, an eminent theologian
War of religious studies, will be
i Kenyon for four days, Monday
1 Friday, Feb. 5-- 8. Sponsored by the
3 department's Larwill Fund, this
i professor will give a public lecture,
e to six religion classes, attend a
seminar and a seminar for honor
;v's career has been very active and
Jished. He retired last spring from his
'as the Shailer Mathews professor of
ii athe University of Chicago Divinity
Included in his teaching career,
kgan almost four decades ago, are
15 at Vassar and Vanderbilt, as well as
J,iin Japan and the Netherlands. He
'ured in seminaries and universities
:
'he world.
n's connection with Gilkey began
ls daughter Frouwkje, now a sopho-s- l
Kenyon, was a first-ye- ar student
r faculty advisor was Miriam Dean- -
who is an assistant professor of
1 Dean-Ottin- g has met Dr. Gilkey on
occasions and was responsible for
organizing his visit to Kenyon.
In his public lecture, Gilkey will talk about
creationism. Dean-Ottin- g said, "The talk is
one that I think will appeal to a wide au-
dience." She commented that "what he'll be
talking about will be what is deemed by most
people to be a direct conflict between religion
and science." Gilkey was a "theological
witness" for a trial which challenged the con-
stitutionality of an Arkansas law prescribing
the teaching of "scientific creationism" in
public schools. He wrote a book on his ex-
perience at the trial, called Creationism on
Trial: Evolution and God at Little Rock,
which was published in 1985. Dean-Ottin- g
said that "in conversation with him, I would
say that he would certainly argue that there is
no reason why religion and science have to be
in conflict with each other . . . you can have a
religious view of creation and still accept the
scientific."
It is not often that the religion department
has a speaker visit for as many days as Gilkey
is staying. Langdon Gilkey has written many
books, and has a very "warm" personality ac-
cording to Dean-Ottin- g. The classes and lec-
tures he will give are bound to be interesting
and exciting.
people temporarily at the start of each
semester. This makes the wait in line shorter
and is more efficient for everyone. Finefrock
relates the horror story of nine years ago,
when he came to Kenyon. "All the texts were
upstairs and students would have to wait in
line for the only two registers. This resulted
sometimes in waits of six hours. To top this
off, the store closed at 5:00 p.m. and
students would have to start being turned
away at 3:00 to facilitate the lines."
Book prices have risen an average of eight
percent every year since 1945, compared to
the average rate of inflation which is 4.5 per-
cent. Twenty years ago the average class
books cost $20 today it is closer to $50. At
this rate, says Finefrock, "in 20 years, when
your children are in school, the average cost
for books in a course will be $125." To ac-
count for this rate of increase. Bookstore
deposits are raised every two years.
Publishers set both the wholesale and retail
prices for books, not the Bookstore. It is
basically a monopoly for the publishers,
especially when there is only one good text
available for a subject. Such a situation of
high demand for only one supply is about
80-8- 5 percent of the publishers market. In
addition to such production costs as ink,
paper, labor, and marketing, publisher's also
use something called the Argument for
Economic Complexity to explain the high
prices as necessary. The Argument states
that, especially in publishing, the amount of
knowledge keeps rapidly increasing and they
must keep working to fill up gaps in the text-
books. "It costs more because there's more
to know," says Finefrock. Another reason,
though, is that these days students want
"glamorous textbooks," ones with more color
and photographs.
Instructors choose all of their books per-
sonally and the Bookstore must coordinate
all of these lists. The mandate of the ad-
ministration is that first, the books must be
available and secondly, have them at a
reasonable price. Thus, when a book is from
India, where it may cost only one dollar, the
Bookstore must order it from an importer for
more because it wouldn't do to have the
books on a ship in the middle of the ocean
when the class begins. The task is a huge one.
Political science classes and history classes
are the most expensive at Kenyon because of
the number of books usually required. Art
classes are expensive because of the supplies.
Languages are usually cheaper. For the
sciences, while individual textbooks may be
expensive, a student may only need one.
Highest Priced Text at Kenyon:
The CIBA Collection of Medical
Illustrations. Volume I The
Nervous System. Book 1 and 2
$89.50 (down from $93 last year)
For a psychology class taught
by Professor Arthur Leccese.
Although the high prices are awful, there
are a few options available to students: buy-
ing at the Co-o- p, sharing and selling back.
Finefrock's advice: "Use these books to learn
as much as possible, so that you will be able
to afford your children's education. Of
course, the ultimate revenge would be to
write a textbook of your own." If it became a
standard text for classes, hundreds of
thousands would be sold to college freshman
every fall. At royalty rates of three to five
dollars per copy sold for a few years, this
would be a quick way to become a millionaire.
Kenyon Welcomes Alan Keyes
By Mark Lloyd
On Wednesday, Feb. 7, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium, Alan Keyes will treat
the Kenyon community to a lecture entitled
"Sixties Retrospective: Raising Black Con-
sciousness at Cornell." Keyes is probably
most widely known for having recently run
for U.S. Senator in Maryland as the
Republican Party nominee. He has appeared
on ABC's Nightline, PBS's MacNeil-Lehre- r,
CNN's Crossfire as well as numerous radio
talk and interview shows around the country.
He is renowned as a dynamic speaker,
distinguished for his forcefulness and clari-
ty. Kenyon political science Professor Fred
Baumann has candidly dubbed him "the
smartest man I ever met."
Alan Keyes is presently president of
Citizens Against Government Waste
(CAGW). CAGW was founded in 1984 to
promote recommendations of the Grace
Commission and to fight government waste.
There are currently 350,000 Citizen members.
From Oct. 1987 through June 1989, Dr.
Keyes was a resident scholar in Foreign
Studies at the American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research.
Dr. Keyes has recently served as assistant
secretary of state for International Organiza-
tion Affairs, and earlier as U.S. Represen- - '
tative to the United Nations Economic and
Social Council with the rank of ambassador.
Prior to serving at the United Nations, Am-
bassador Keyes served briefly as a consultant
with the National Security Council and spent
two years as a member of the State Depart-
ment's Policy Planning Staff in the Depart-
ment's Office of Southern Africa Affairs.
Before joining the U.S. Foreign Service in
Oct. 1978, Ambassador Keyes pursued
graduate studies in government at Harvard
University, receiving his Ph.D. in 1979. From
1974 to 1978, he was a Teaching Fellow at
Harvard. He received his A.B. from Harvard
College in 1972.
Dr. Keyes lecture should be of special in-
terest to students studying sixties, those in-
terested in multi-cultur- al Affairs and minori-
ty issues and anyone concerned about the
future of race relations at Kenyon College
and campuses across the country. The lecture
is being sponsored by The Student Lec-
tureship Committee in conjunction with The
Kenyon Observer Alternative Lectureship
Series.
NEWS FROM THE OCS OFFICE . . .
With all of the developments in Eastern Europe why not experience it for yourself next
fall by studying in Yugoslavia. On Monday, February 12 at 4:15 p.m. in the Acland
Seminar Room there will be a presentation for both the Yugoslavia program as well as
the European Urban Term (Yugoslavia, the Netherlands, and England). See you there.
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Junior B.J. Kenyon puts up a shot against
Wooster. The Lords lost to the Scots by a final
score of 74-5- 5.
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Lords B-B- all Struggles With Tough NCAC Competition
By Russell Brightman
Try, try as they may, the Kenyon Lords are
having a tough time putting together two
basketball wins in a row. They came close,
though, by pushing Ohio Wesleyan to the
limit on the heels of a victory over Thiel. In
the end, the Lords fell 72-7- 0 to the Bishops
and followed that with an embarrassing loss
to the College of Wooster, 74-5- 5.
Despite its poor record, the team looked
strong following its thumping of visiting
Thiel College. Junior post Andy Kutz was
back to normal after early injuries, B.J. Ken-
yon was scoring at will, and there was a sense
of the team coming together at the right time.
n i -- ii
41
y
"We only had the Thiel win," said assistant
coach Craig Meese, "but we were doing some
things well even in our losses."
This was the case when OWU visited Gam-bi- er
last Wednesday. The Bishops had been
steady all season, and are right behind
NCAC-leadin- g and Division III number one
Wittenberg in the standings. But Kenyon was
clicking, and this game was not a lock for
OWU.
Behind a perfect first half from forward
B.J. Kenyon, who was seven for seven from
the field, the Lords were close to halftime.
Kenyon mesmorized the Ernst Center crowd
with an array of offensive goals. His baskets
ranged from three-pointer- s, to short
jumpers, to power lay-up- s.
It was his seventh basket of the half,
though, that brought the crowd to its feet.
B.J. took a pass as he was cutting along the
baseline and, with his back to the basket,
kissed a one-hande- d, over the shoulder shot
high off the glass and cleanly through the
hole. He gave new meaning to Bill Bradley's
belief in having a sense of where you are.
"You couldn't beat the half 1 had," said the
lanky Kenyon. "But we still had to play and
I'd take a win over it any day."
This cut the deficit to four, but an odd call
on Matt Alcorn gave OWU two free throws
to stretch the margin to six, 39-3- 3, at the half.
The visitors looked to pull away for good
in the second half, and almost did, building
leads over ten with under ten minutes to go.
But the Lords, on the strength of three-poi- nt
shooting by Alcorn and senior Scott Smith,
pulled close.
This was the only way for the Lords, as
Kutz was in foul trouble all game and was a
non-fact- or on the inside.
"All I have to say is they went to the line 31
times and we went nine," said a disgruntled
Erick Piscopo, the team's head coach. "We
outplayed them in every aspect of the game
except that one."
SUMMER JOBS
on the
Chesapeake Bay
Work and play with campers and friends:
SaiHngWIndsurflng
Waterskiing
Swimming
Tennis
Horseback Riding
and much more!
Plan NOW For Your Summer
RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
February 9 ONLY!
.
If you can't be there call:
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh (302) 571-695- 6
Contact Career Services for more Information.
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Junior Mike Sering looks to pass over bewildered Wooster people.
With about two minutes to go, the Lords
pulled within two at 68-7- 0 and then regained
possession. A three by Alcorn wouldn't go,
and freshman Craig Palmer scrapped for the
loose ball. Then B.J. missed a jumper, and
Palmer came up with the rebound again. This
time, Palmer made sure of a tie by shooting a
short hook over comparatively gigantic
OWU defenders.
Unfortunately, the Lords fouled and
OWU won the game at the stripe. Two ree
throws and a Lord turnover sealed the loss.
"It's a shame we had to lose that one," add-
ed Piscopo. "We shot well, we rebounded
well, we played hard. You expect to win
when you do that."
If this is true, then a 74-5- 5 loss to Wooster
last Saturday is a prime example. Wooster
did all three well and demolished Kenyon. A
swarming Scot defense and cold shoot:-- ,
killed the Lords.
Overall, Wooster shot almost 60 per;;-- ,
from the field, compared to 40 percent b;:1
home team. Plus, Kenyon rarely got off;:
sive rebounds. Kutz led the Lords with ':
points and Kenyon had 14. The loss drop
the team to 1- -6 in the NCAC, 5-- 14 overi:
Last night, a visit to Wittenberg wasp:;:
ably quite cruel for the Lords, as the T;;;
lost their first game of the year on Salute:
60-5- 7 to Allegheny. It won't get easier:
Kenyon, either, as it goes to Allegheny ;:
Saturday.
"We have to set some goals for oursehs
said Piscopo. "We've got six games :;
prepare for the conference tourney. B:
know we can compete, we can make sr;
good things happen."
Track Off and Running with Relay
By Scott Johnson
The Ladies and Lords track teams opened
the 1990 campaign with the NCAC Relays
held at Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday. The
Ladies finished fourth of eight teams while
the Lords placed seventh out of a nine team
field.
For the Ladies, it was their best finish to
date in the NCAC Relays. They scored 35
points, while the Battlin' Bishops took the ti-
tle with a grand total of 96 points.
Even though they did not win any events,
the Ladies did receive strong performances in
the field events. Junior Karen Adams and
senior Catherine Fletcher teamed-u- p in the
long jump to finish in second place. Adams
leaped 15'1" while Fletcher jumped 1312" to
grab the runner's-u- p postion. Individually,
Adams received a third place award for her
jump.
The "dynamic duo" of Adams-Fletch- er
also excelled in the high jump for the Ladies
with a confidence building third place finish.
This time it was Fletcher leading the way by
clearing 4'10". Adams was right behind her
teammate by topping 4'6". Fletcher's jump
was the fourth-bes- t individual performance
for the day.
On the track, the Ladies finished ihirc -- ii
both the 880-yar- d relay with a time of
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Keep it up Ladies! N'ng
The Lords banded together to score feed h
points at the meet, while Ohio Wesk js inc
made it a sweep of both titles by rackin? snior
71 points. j'OO f
It was the juniors leading the way fowboih
Lords as Ken Cole, John Hanicak, andttfad p
Salmon all looked strong. The power ttf jbutte
the Lords effort was, once again, thef4 swa
events. R'e.
A first place was claimed in the triple ferre
hv thp (pamunrV nf Crp
Salmon wilh a lean of 38'5". Cole also 4
the individual title for his efforts.
In the long jump, Hanicak soared 20 Tophj
and Cole jumped 19'11" to give the
second place. Hanicak's jump s
second-bes- t effort on Saturday. Loo'
Carl Lewis and Bob Beamon, Hanicak A
Cole are fast on your tails.
The next meet for the Lords and Lad
the oval will be next Friday, at 6:00 p"
quadrangular meet with Earlham, Ot
and Heidelberg.
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By Molly Roll
the last home swim meet of the season
"riday, the Lords once again proved their
,essby defeating the Division II National
ipions from Oakland University,
;4. Although it was not as exciting of a
as it was predicted to be, most of the
agreed that it was a great feeling to be
io match up to a Division II
house. The Ladies, who did not win
meet against Oakland, had some strong
nances that helped boost team con-- x.
cording to head coach Jim Steen, the
n has been particularly tough for the
;n because there have not been too
, meets where they have matched up well
heir competitors.
seems that in the past we have either
assured of a loss or a win," said Steen,
ji makes it hard to know what we will
it to do collectively at the end of the
n.
the men's competition on Friday, Nate
;ndi, who won two individual events,
lie team standout. His time in the 200
stroke was just .2 of a second off of a
on pool record, and his 400 IM was well
' national qualifying standards. Other
:rs for Kenyon were Shawn Kelly, who
.wed his NCAA qualifying time in the
butterfly, Eric Chambers in the 200
troke, and David Hutchison, who
:i his best 1000 freestyle time of the
i Freshman Brent Ferguson, one of
mi's best sprint fresstylers, swam a part-
ly impressive 50 freestyle, finishing just
sonds behind senior Jon Howell, who
:hat event.
shman Jennifer Carter, who continued
:d to her string of outstanding perfor-::- s,
dominated the meet on the women's
She won the 200 backstroke, finishing
: 5 seconds ahead of her closest competitor
:r, and swam to a second place finish in
''6 freestyle, bettering the NCAA cut in
:ient. Sophomore Kristi Stacy was also a
inner in the 200 butterfly. Sophomore
Ann Kelley also enjoyed an outstanding
by defeating the defending Division II
pion 259.125 - 254.325.
--
ly Saturday morning, the Kenyon team
ii a bus headed for the University of
cky to take on the Division I Wildcats.
Mores Patrick Kearney and Shawn
were impressed by the state of the art
e facilities at Kentucky, but both
3 that the four and a half hour bus ride
Jevinitely too long, cutting warm-u- p
down to just a half hour and con-t- o
the prevailing tiredness which
dto hit almost everyone. Nevertheless,
individuals had some excellent races,
ior Dave Wenz beat the NCAA cut in
0 freestyle with a second-plac- e finish,
jth Shawn Kelly and Jon Howell finished
J place in their respective events, the
-- Jtterfly and 200 freestyle. Sh?wn Kelly
am to a lifetime best in the 500
Sophomore Doug Mott, who
trred to Kenyon this year from the Uni- -
1 of Michigan, posted his best time of
:on in the 200 breaststroke. Senior
Schinabeck had a good 200 backstroke,
'Phomore Patrick Kearney swam a sur-120- 0
IM.
2 aeain. Parfpr nrpvailpH fnr the
ft bv finichino cprnnH in thp 900
"eke with Kenyon's best time to date,
--
hc was third in the 200 backstroke.
Posted a team best time of the season as
"the 100 butterfly by finishing fourth,
""ore sprinter L.J. Robinson also had
Ill
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dimming Prepares For NCAC Meet Notes
Sophomore Toby Cronnell swims up a storm in her event as the Ladies took on Division II power-
house Oakland University.
a successful day by swimming her lifetime
best unshaven time in both the 50 and 100
freestyles. Diver Ann Kelley earned her best
scores of the year on both boards.
Remarks on the meet against Kentucky
varied. Senior Jennie Kern blames a poor
meet against the Wildcats on the general
tiredness that most swimmers feel at this
point in the season. "We just began to taper
and I feel confident that we will swim in-
credibly well at conference."
Kelly thought that the meet was a definite
letdown after an exciting win against
Oakland. Coach Steen agrees with his swim-
mers that the long bus ride contributed to a
collective team loss, but believes that this par-
ticular meet is in no way indicative of what
his team will accomplish at the conference
meet, which is just two weeks away.
This Friday the Lords and Ladies take on
Ohio Wesleyan and Oberlin at OWU, and
Saturday they face Wright State.
Fall Honors
Football
Six members of the Kenyon Lords
football team have been named All-Americ- an.
Junior wide receiver Ted Taggart
and senior punter Paul Becker head
Kenyon's list of football players as
both were named to the first team of
the Don Hansen Football Gazette Divi-
sion III All-Americ- an team. Senior
defensive end Bob Nagucki was named
second team, while senior right tackle
Bill Gerstler, junior quarterback Chris
Creighton, and sophomore wide receiver
Sean McCabe received honorable
mention.
In the College's one-hundred- th year
of football, the Lords won their first
conference championship, as they tied
for first place with Ohio Wesleyan
University with an NCAC record of
5-- 1. Kenyon completed the year with an
overall mark of 5-4- -1.
Ladies B-B- all Needs "Higher Level of Confidence"
By Scott Jarrett
The Ladies basketball team dropped its
last two games, losing last Wedensday at Ohio
Wesleyan 59-9- 5 and then last Saturday to
Wooster 33-6- 1.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht explained that
this part of the season is particularly laden
with tough teams.
"There is no easing up, and unfortunately
we're having some of the least amount of suc-
cess in terms of chemistry that we've had all
year, so I guess it just magnifies things."
Yesterday, the squad faced Wittenbrg Uni-
versity which came into Gambier with an 18-- 1
record. The team then must face off with
Allegheny, which has won the NCAC title for
the last five years.
Weitbrecht feels that one of the Ladies'
strengths is defense and that the team must
just have more offensive output. "I think
we're in a situation where part of the problem
is that we've lost confidence at the offensive
end. It's just something we just have to keep
trying io work through."
Senior co-capta- in Leslie Douglass seemed
to agree, remarking that the team needs a
spark to carry them towards the end of the
season and into the NCAC tournament. "We
just need to have one good game where
everything comes together," said Douglass.
Six-fo- ot Freshman Angie Kenney has come
on lately for the Ladies as high scorer in the
last two games, in addition to being the top
rebounder against Ohio Wesleyan.
Weitbrecht credits the entire squad for
this. "The team has done a better job of get
ting the ball inside to her."
Kenney accounted for 23 points, eight re-
bounds, and a season-hig- h five blocks at
OWU in addition to 1 1 points at Wooster.
Also chipping in against Wooster was
Douglas, eight points, and Shelley Webb and
Beth Burry with four points each.
Weitbrecht feels that not much will be
changed as far as a game plan for this
weekend. "I think a big part is that we just
have to get into games mentally. The level of
confidence needs to come up a little higher."
The Shoppes
8 p.m.-12:3- 0 a.m.
Delivery Until 2 a.m.
Located in the Basement of Peirce Hall
Weekly Specials as Follows:
We offer free video rentals while
dining, pinball games, Juke box,
and popcorn is always free.
Tuesday Night "Steak Night" All the steak,
potatoes, clams and salad you can
eat only $1.50 (5:30-7:30- ).
Wednesday Night "DJ Night" with party music
and dancing. Also all food items $1.00
off and drinks are free.
TREAT
YOURSELF
RIGHT
Friday Night All-you-can-eat-p- izza (8 p.m. -- 10 p.m.)
for only $2.50
And the Shoppes is always available
for special functions, social gatherings
or just privacy for you and your friends
5-St- ep
Continued from page two
sider my views.
No, what really bothered me about the
handout was that the student who handed it
to me said: "Here, these are some arguments
for and against abortion. Read this and make
up your own mind."
I read it.
Make up my own mind? What chance was
there of that?
I've already said that the Pro-Lif- e
arguments I read were often not very
realistic. Even when the arguments did cap-
ture the general idea of Pro-Li- fe opinions,
they were so slanted by the opinions of the
Pro-Choi- ce authors that the Pro-Li- fe
arguments were almost unrecognizable.
Many of the arguments struck me as being
more stereotypical than typical. Take for. in-
stance 9. "The right of the unborn to live
supercedes any right of a woman to 'control
her own body.' " Supercedes? Control her
own body? To phrase that from more of a
true Pro-Lif- e point of view . . . "The right of
the unborn to live is equal to that of its
mother because they are both equally
human." But I am operating under the
Clarry
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often reflected concern and disappointment
regarding the program's cancellation.
"It was completely hypocritical on the part
of the school," said Craig Meese, a senior
participating in 5-St- ep. "It's ludicrous to cut
such a forward-lookin- g program, especially
with the importance of education in the
1990s."
Heather Frost, a freshman who came to
Kenyon because of 5-St- ep, was "outraged" by
the decision. "The U.S. is hurting for
teachers. You would think they'd encourage
it, but they're holding us back. Now we have
to go out on a limb."
"My future was totally decided, and there
were no consultations with the students,"
Frost added. "I'd just like to know what's go-
ing on." Dean Ponder has said there will be
an opportunity for student input, perhaps in
February, as options to 5-S- tep are more fully
developed.
When asked if Kenyon's commitment to
educational training would continue despite
program changes, Dean Ponder responded,
"Absolutely. We believe the ideal teacher is
one with a liberal arts education, along with
teaching awareness on top of that."
, In 1987, President Jordan was among 37
signatories in a letter to the nation's approx-
imately 3,300 college and university
presidents. The letter, quoted in the New
York Times (91987), called for college
presidents to "act together as persistent and
passionate advocates for reform" concerning
elementary and higher education.
DKE
Continued from page one
for a recommendation to the Trustees and to
President Jordan. The conclusive decision as
to whether Kenyon will recognize the chapter
as DKEs will be made by President Jordan
and the Trustees. The fraternity will be con-
sidered a local one, by the college, until
President Jordan concludes his judgment.
Schermer
Continued from page one
changes. "No changes in responsibilities"
have been made in the contract. Dean Ed-
wards also denies any current problems with
the contract. Commenting on the rumored
problems from the fall, Dean Edwards states
that the "problems have been resolved."
Beeba
assumption that unborn children are human,
something that Pro-Choi- ce doesn't agree
with because "the fetus is totally dependent
on the body of the woman for its life sup-
port." (argument 8). "Life support"? I
thought they said human life didn't begin at
conception, that that was "a religious belief,
not a provable biological fact." (argument 1).
Obviously life must begin sometime before
birth for the Pro-Choi- ce argument 8 to be
valid.
Of those arguments that weren't stereo-
typical, some merely pointed out the dif-
ferences between Pro-Lif- e and Pro-Choi- ce
points of view. For example: "Abortion is
morally wrong." (argument 5). Others begged
the question and brought issues into the argu-
ment against Pro-Lif- e that had nothing to do
with the original issue. In questions 1, 11,
and 17 for example, the Pro-Lif- e argu-
ment is about "human life" the Pro-Choi- ce
argumet is about "personhood." What is per-sonho- od?
Using such a term does more to
muddy the waters than to answer the original
argument. In other places the Pro-Choi- ce
argument fell to namecalling: "Right-to-Life- rs
only show concern for women's health
when they can use it in their propaganda"
(argument 33), "RTL trivializes motherhood
and childbirth" (argument 10), Right-to-Life- rs
have attitudes that are "vindictive" and
"self-righteou-
s" about sex. (argument 24).
All in all, I was thoroughly disgusted by
the fact that anything so obviously biased
should be passed off as giving equal represen-
tation to both views, especially at Kenyon
where students generally want to listen to
both sides of an issue before they make their
"own decisions."
Sincerely,
.
April Beeba "92
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education crisis. For the thousands of
students a year that drop out of high school,
there are thousands more that graduate
without being able to read. Kenyon, I believed,
by having the 5-St- ep office, was showing a
dedication to changing those statistics by put-
ting well qualified and well educated teachers
into the schoolroom. Just the presence of the
5-S-
tep office encouraged people to look into
teaching that may not have otherwise. The
elimination of 5-St- ep, however, may close
the door to the potentially interested, making
Kenyon yet another perpetrator of our cur-
rent education crisis.
Kenyon, which so loudly expounds the
values of a liberal education in theory, is ter-
minating an office which- - encouraged
students to act out those values in practice.
Our country's future is directly affected by
the quality of education that it's children
receive Kenyon, as a college, should know
that better than most institutions. We should
promote bright Kenyon students to become
teachers, not hinder them, therefore the
5-S-
tep office should not be terminated. If the
decision is not reversed I will be deeply and
permanently disappointed in Kenyon Col-
lege.
Sincerely,
Melissa Clarry '93
For Information or
Just to Talk . . .
FIRST STEP
5626
Rittenbaum
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effect on it. Well, I have a problem with
that because it goes against everything I
respect about this school. My understanding
is that the students are important and deci-
sions aren't just made by the administration.
Maybe I am naive, but I always feel a special
pride when I talk about how special it is that
faculty and administration honestly care
what the students think. My experience had
led me to believe that this college is open to
new ideas and organizations if you are will
ing to work to develop them. And I never
thought of Kenyon as a place to push a pro-
gram without stating that it might cease to ex-
ist in the near future.
I feel deceived and trapped. I am spending
my freshman year here and enjoying classes
and various activities, but the program of
study I want is no longer available. What are
my options? Transferring? Supposedly I can
still achieve my goals without the 5-st- ep pro-
gram and it won't affect my plan of educa-
tion. Well, that's great. I'm so relieved that 1
guess I can forget the principle of the issue.
Wrong. I think we deserve an explanation. In
case you are curious about how I discovered
that 5-st- ep is being closed I heard rumors
and followed up on them. Does Kenyon have
any plans of telling the students or is this sup-
posed to be kept quiet? Does it really just
come down to money? Is it true that the
students and faculty voices may as well be
quiet because they will not be heard anyway?
Somehow I thought Kenyon might be above
that.
Sincerely,
Ann Rittenbaum "93
Mart Dutaney, Owner
NARAL
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staff. We welcome the support and i
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were very happy with the response to thi;
Next year, we hope to have an even
one.
We will sponsor several activities J
semester. If you are interested in gettir.r 3
voivea, piease auena one ot our met
(watch Newscope) or contact Ann R:
baum or me. Once again, we urge you to:
tact your legislators and let them know
you stand on the issue ot Choice.
Linda Smolak
Associate Professor of Psychology
There are two places not to
have a leaky radiator the
Mojave Desert and Gambier
before vacation.
Robert's
Radiator Repair
Servicing Domestic and
Foreign Vehicles
23 Marion Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
393-032- 1
"The best place in town
to take a leak."
Flowers & Gifts
10728 Kenyon Road Rt. 300 P.O. Box 54
427-28- 76 Gmbtr. Ohio 43022 427-330- 0
"Close as your phone and FTD service.
Free Delivery to the College
Offer flowers, plants, balloon,
and FTD service
1-800-5-
21-0281
The Nation's Bed & Breakfast
for Poets & Writers
Pudding House
60 N. Main St.
Johnstown, Ohio 43031
FREE Breakfast, FREE use of Electric Typewriter, all the paper you car
while here. Beautiful Comfortable Rooms wwriting desk, on 2 bike pa-bloc- ks
from community park, 12 block from Town Square, ki;-pri- v.
weekly rates negotiable. Services for prosbeginners. Homeoft
Ohio Poetry Therapy Center & Library &
Pudding Magazine & Publications.
614-967-60- 60
ReservationDeposit Required, 14 day Cancellation policy,
Operated by Jennifer & Jim Bosveld, Member OBBA, ABBA
